Shared by Chef Jose Smith at Airbnb Headquarters in San Francisco
The recipe is simple but has a lot of steps, but don't be discourage because it is worth it in the end.

The Patty
Yield 12 each 6oz patties
Calls for all organic ingredients
100 grams cooked quinoa, cooled
100 grams cooked lentils, cooled
100grams cooked mushrooms, (I used brown button), cooled, food processor
50 grams yellow onion, small diced and sweated, cooled
25 grams garlic, minced and sweated, cooled
100grams celery, fine shaved, raw
450 grams red beets, fine shaved, raw
150 grams, carrots fine shaved, raw
1 each ripe plantain, raw
150 grams roasted cashews, minced fine (this is a stabilizer for the mix)
150 grams vegan bread, finely crumbs (this is a stabilizer for the mix)
salt to taste
fresh ground black pepper to taste
1 teaspoon berbere spice
After gathering all of the ingredients, have a mixing bowl and prepare to mix.
Start with the cooked and cooled items, with hands break/ blend ingredients.
In a separate bowl mix all the shaved raw vegetables.
Combine the raw vegetables with the mashed cooked grains and aromatics.
Don't be alarmed about all of the liquid, this is when the stabilizers come in.

The Bun
Yield 12 each buns
2 lb 8oz organic all purpose flour
1.6 oz sugar
1oz kosher salt
1.6 oz organic vegetable shortening
3.2 cups water (90 degrees fahrenheit)
.65oz instant yeast
Mix the water (@ 90 Fahrenheit) with the yeast, put aside for 5 min.
In a kitchen aid mix the dry ingredients and start mixing on speed one.
Slowly start adding the wet ingredients in.
Mix on speed one for 4 minutes, increase speed to two and mix for 10 minutes.
Take the dough and transfer into a tray covered with plastic film.
Proof for 1 hour. ( I did it in a convention oven at 100 degrees Fahrenheit, with fan on medium)
Once proofed take the dough out of the tray and roll in to a thick log.
With a pastry metal scraper, cut down the middle length-wise.
The smaller logs then should be cut in to 6 parts individually, having a total of 12 after all gets portioned.
With both hands roll each bun into shape, repeat with all portions.
Place back on tray with pastry paper and pan spay, cover with plastic film again and proof once again for
another hour.
Take out, brush with a little olive oil and bake, 400 degrees Fahrenheit for 13 minutes.
The Vegenaise with chipotle
Yield 1.5 quarts
2 cups soy milk
1 quart rice bran oil
1 teaspoon dijon mustard
2 tablespoons of chipotle in adovo
1 teaspoon smoked paprika
1 teaspoon lemon juice
salt to taste
In a food processor add the soy milk and the dijon mustard, the chipotle peppers.
Slowly add the rice bran oil, emulsion, make sure the pour of oil is at speed to have all of the ingredients
combine.
Flavor with paprika, lemon juice and salt.

